The special issue on "Machine Learning for Science and Society" showcases machine learning work with influence on our current and future society. These papers address several key problems such as how we perform repairs on critical infrastructure, how we predict severe weather and aviation turbulence, how we conduct tax audits, whether we can detect privacy breaches in access to healthcare data, and how we link individuals across census data sets for new insights into population changes. In this introduction, we discuss the need for such a special issue within the context of our field and its relationship to the broader world. In the era of "big data," there is a need for machine learning to address important large-scale applied problems, yet it is difficult to find top venues in machine learning where such work is encouraged. We discuss the ramifications of this contradictory situation and encourage further discussion on the best strategy that we as a field may adopt. We also summarize key lessons learned from individual papers in the special issue so that the community as a whole can benefit.
in this special issue provides an updated answer to "what is machine learning good for?" in which impact is the guiding principle.
Because machine learning is primarily influencing the broader world through its implementation in a wide range of applications, rather than through its novel specialized algorithms or theory, aspects beyond algorithms and theory can be (and often are) the most important for knowledge discovery. This has been recognized for many years, by many different scientists, and is captured in the knowledge discovery frameworks of KDD and CRISP-DM (Frawley et al. 1992; Chapman et al. 2000) and by others who view the machine learning component as one part of a much larger formalized system for discovering knowledge (Hand 1994; Brodley and Smyth 1997) .
Once we graduate from sandbox studies of benchmark data sets, many ML researchers are surprised to discover that differences in performance between individual ML algorithms, which are featured prominently in typical ML publications, diminish in importance. When ML is used in a real application, its success is instead primarily determined by how effectively we understand the unique aspects of the domain and how well we tailor the ML solution and evaluation measures to the domain (Hand 1994; Fayyad et al. 1996; Brodley and Smyth 1997; Saitta and Neri 1998) . This special issue presents work that has successfully forged the necessary connections and incorporated domain expertise into the development, evaluation, and deployment of a machine learning system to benefit the larger world.
Some ML researchers may feel that applied work should be published in an applied venue (e.g., a journal devoted to the real-world application being solved by ML). This is a highly effective way to reach domain experts who stand to benefit directly from the ML contribution and who may not otherwise be exposed to ML innovations. However, relegating all applied work to non-ML venues would hurt our ability to learn from colleagues' advances, create barriers to career advancement, and ultimately discourage ML researchers from investing the time and effort needed to use ML to solve society's problems. We explore these and other problems with this approach to recognizing, and disseminating, applied ML work in Sect. 4. In the best case, applied work would be published in both venues, appropriately recast for the different audiences.
Lessons from the review process
For this special issue, we solicited papers describing successful ML efforts that have led to measurable benefits to science and society. In contrast to typical Machine Learning journal expectations, we encouraged but did not require that the work feature a new learning algorithm or theoretical advance. Instead, work would aim to tackle new problems, demonstrate their importance to science and society, and report on lessons learned from the deployment effort. We also encouraged authors to include a relevant domain expert as a co-author.
We received many excellent submissions, and we summarize the seven accepted papers below. These papers went through three revisions on average, and some papers went through five revisions. However, the collection of 27 submissions we received also taught us something about the current state of the machine learning field. While many ML researchers find applications motivating, they also face many barriers to achieving the end goal of measurable impact from their work. Collaboration with domain experts can sometimes be very difficult. Challenging tasks include: forming the right project, stimulating interest from domain experts and funding sources, communicating with domain experts, and attaining sufficient recognition for completing the project. Yet as above, intelligent application of domain knowledge is vital for achieving impact. ML experts cannot solve the world's problems in isolation.
This special issue required ML researchers to think outside typical ML paper expectations. While we were aware that our field does not primarily reward work based on its impact to science or society, we were surprised to find that some authors were at a loss as to how to write a paper that focuses on measuring impact. We received some submissions that only reported results on benchmark data sets, used generic evaluation metrics, and/or proceeded without any input from domain experts. Some papers provided no discussion of a plan for or evidence of implementation and use of the ML system by the target domain. While acceptable in other ML publishing venues, these papers were not suitable for this special issue.
We also found that success by standard measures of performance (e.g., accuracy, recall, precision) did not always correlate with domain experts' assessment of the results. For this special issue, we obtained reviews from domain experts outside of the author teams to provide a domain-relevant assessment of the work's actual (or potential) impact. In some cases, they validated the importance of the work. In others, the ML metrics were deemed unrelated to functional performance that mattered to the experts. As a field, we should be aware of the dangers of convincing ourselves that we have solved a particular problem based on evidence provided by generic metrics that, while persuasive to an ML colleague, is insufficient for a domain expert.
We were fortunate to be able to recruit many open-minded reviewers for this special issue, and we very much appreciate their time and effort in ensuring the quality of the articles. We provided the reviewers with instructions stating that papers should have scientific novelty, but this novelty need not necessarily manifest in algorithmic or theoretical development. We provided these instructions to address a possible cultural reviewing bias: the assumption that a paper that does not contain a novel algorithm, statistical model, or mathematical proof is not substantial enough to merit publication in mainstream machine learning venues such as Machine Learning. In fact, there may be a large class of papers being submitted to machine learning venues that are rejected simply because they are not perceived to be novel, regardless of their potential scientific contribution to the greater good.
We hope that this issue will inspire the reviewers of ML journals and conference proceedings to adopt a modified outlook that is re-awakened to the importance of doing machine learning that matters, an outlook in which reviewers prioritize impact to the world along with algorithmic and theoretical novelty.
Machine Learning's impact on science and society
We accepted a set of papers that addresses several critical aspects of society: these papers may influence or are influencing the way we perform repairs on fundamental infrastructure (Li et al. 2013) , the way we predict severe weather and aviation turbulence (McGovern et al. 2013; Williams 2013 ), how we conduct tax audits (Kong and Saar-Tsechansky 2013) , whether we can detect privacy breaches in access to healthcare data (Menon et al. 2013 ), how we target advertisements (Perlich et al. 2013) , and how we link census datasets to track an individual's career trajectory (Antonie et al. 2013) .
We provide a brief summary of each paper and then report key lessons learned from these studies about how best to achieve impact. Antonie, Kris Inwood, Daniel Lizotte, and J. Andrew Ross Linking records from different census databases to identify individuals over time allows for greater insights into evolving trends than analyzing each database in isolation. This paper describes a record linkage system that combines Canadian data from the 1870 and 1880 censuses, then reports on how this system has enabled new insights for historians.
These papers tackle a wide diversity of application domains, but in many cases the same obstacles or lessons emerged. Here we highlight some common themes for the benefit of future researchers:
Communication Several papers (McGovern et al. 2013; Menon et al. 2013; Williams 2013; Kong and Saar-Tsechansky 2013; Li et al. 2013 ) suggest that for a true interdisciplinary collaboration, both sides need to understand each other's specialized terminology and together develop the definition of success for the project. We ourselves must be willing to acquire at least apprentice-level expertise in the domain at hand to develop the data and knowledge discovery process necessary for achieving success. However, McGovern et al. (2013) and Menon et al. (2013) note that surprises are still possible, in that intuitions about the domain can sometimes be refuted by data. On the other hand, domain knowledge can also help us better phrase the problems to be solved; Li et al. (2013) give an example where dividing the data into two separate problems corresponding to two geographic regions gives better results than combining them.
Raw classification accuracy is uninformative for imbalanced problems. . . and most problems of interest are imbalanced
For any task where the goal is to predict rare occurrences, raw classification accuracy is not a good measurement of overall prediction quality. Most of the papers in this special issue aim to predict something rare, including severe weather events, turbulence, privacy breaches, and equipment failures (Williams 2013; McGovern et al. 2013; Menon et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013 ). Li et al. (2013) point out that for maintenance applications, only a small portion of the ROC curve (the leftmost part) is useful for practitioners, because maintenance actions can only be taken on a small percentage of the total equipment. This observation holds for many, many real-world problems. One important related point is that, for such problems, area under the curve (AUC) is also an inappropriate metric to use, since it may be dominated by performance regimes that do not matter (Japkowicz and Shah 2011). This is the basis of the "learning to rank" subfield of machine learning, and it has also motivated "partial AUC" evaluations that limit reporting to the operating regime of interest (Dodd and Pepe 2003) .
Going beyond prediction accuracy One interesting point that Menon et al. (2013) and Kong and Saar-Tsechansky (2013) illustrate is that predictive performance is not always the highest priority for the end-user. Kong and Saar-Tsechansky (2013) discuss the importance of how the model will be used: for tax audits, prediction accuracy is not as important as the amount of money gained from performing audits on non-complying firms. The collaborators of Menon et al. (2013) in a hospital system view the importance of their model as a decision support guiding tool, to combat the most extreme potential violations of privacy.
Interpretability-no black boxes allowed For many domains, a predictive model cannot truly be useful unless a human understands it, regardless of how accurate it is. The system of McGovern et al. (2013) exemplifies this, as human forecasters need to deeply understand their model. Tornado warnings are issued by humans, not by a computer, and if a forecaster does not understand the model, they are very unlikely to use it. This sentiment was echoed by statistician Greg Ridgeway, the head of the National Institute of Justice, as he discussed an interpretable scoring system that is used to determine which Los Angeles Police Department recruits had the highest change of becoming officers (Ridgeway 2013) . He stated that: "This simplicity gets at the important issue: A decent transparent model that is actually used will outperform a sophisticated system that predicts better but sits on a shelf. If the researchers had created a model that predicted well but was more complicated, the LAPD likely would have ignored it, thus defeating the whole purpose."
Choosing data carefully In the paper "Tracking People over Time" (Antonie et al. 2013 ) the authors' use of machine learning was to create a data set (a linkage system) that could be used for studying demographic trends. To do this, the authors cautioned against using data in a way that might bias their results for subsequent studies that use the dataset created by the ML system. Attaining low bias data, in this case, induced the authors to make design decisions that are atypical for many machine learning settings. In particular, they needed to explicitly not use certain information, which could inadvertently lead to a bias in subsequent studies involving their linkage system. Another perspective comes from Perlich et al. (2013) , who discuss that data from outside the exact target domain can be useful. Specifically, they state that "acquiring a large amount of data that is not from the optimal data generating distribution can be better than acquiring only a small amount of data from the optimal data generating distribution."
The bigger context: what is Machine Learning good for?
While it has been a positive experience for us to put together this special issue, and to observe so much energy and enthusiasm from authors and reviewers involved, it is somewhat surprising at this point in time that such a special issue is truly necessary. As things currently stand, it is clear that our research efforts are not distributed according to the needs of society. In the communities of machine learning, data mining, and statistics, we spend most of our effort on novel algorithms, novel models, and novel theory, and relatively little effort on the other aspects of the knowledge discovery process, such as data understanding, data processing, feature development, development of new machine learning problems and formulations, practical evaluation and deployment, and how all of these pieces work together to uncover new knowledge in new domains. This continues despite the admonitions of many authors about the dangers of minimizing these essential aspects of the knowledge discovery process (Hand 1994; Fayyad et al. 1996; Brodley and Smyth 1997; Saitta and Neri 1998; Provost and Kohavi 1998; Wagstaff 2012 ).
Yet the debate continues about whether we should accept decidedly applied papers in the top machine learning publishing venues and whether there is a need for applied work in statistics journals (Peng 2011 ). Provost et al. (1996 discussed the perceived bias against application papers in their essay regarding decisions made by the program committee at the 1996 International Machine Learning Conference, writing "What we take from the program committee's decision, given the reviews, is that the important lessons from the real world are not as important as the ability to bundle up the complexity of a real-world problem into a nice, neat conference paper; applied work is interesting only if it looks like good academic work." This observation is, for the most part, just as apt now, seventeen years later. It means that we as a community do not prioritize impact to science and society.
We are now in the era of "big data," which is more than a funding buzzword. There is a growing recognition outside the field of machine learning that scalable ML methods can solve problems that are otherwise insoluble or impractical to attack. We stand to benefit as a community by meeting this demand with pioneering machine learning work in modern applications, which can help people beyond our community find solutions to the big data problems they face.
We strongly encourage our top ML publishing venues to find ways to publish more high-quality application papers. If applied research is not considered publishable in top ML venues, our field faces the following disadvantages:
1. We lose the flow of applied problems necessary for stimulating relevant theoretical work (Saitta and Neri 1998; Provost and Kohavi 1998) , leaving us in a theoretical and algorithmic echo chamber. An existing example of this is our field's myopic focus on classification accuracy, which is frequently not the metric of importance in a real application (Provost and Kohavi 1998; Wagstaff 2012) but is the main focus of a vast number of academic papers. Provost and Kohavi (1998) pointed out that applied work is part of an important cycle in which the applied world provides important problems, which feeds into principled algorithmic approaches, which in turn helps applications, and that this cycle may already be broken in ML as a community. 2. We further exacerbate the gap between theoretical work and practice. As noted above, some ML researchers may feel that applied work should be published in a corresponding application-specific journal rather than an ML venue. Pushing applied work outside of ML journals or conferences virtually ensures that the advances will not be seen by the ML community, and it can have the deleterious side effect of forcing such papers to exclude relevant theory or algorithms, since these aspects may not be of interest to the non-ML audience. It also breaks down mechanisms for communications between fields and, even worse, may make the advances difficult for other ML researchers to understand if they only appear in a highly domain-specific format. Terminology and communication issues between fields are discussed by McGovern et al. (2013) . Brodley and Smyth (1997) noted that these "human factors" are absolutely vital for successful application of ML in practice.
We do not suggest that ML venues should be the only repository of applied ML papers. As noted by Peng (2011) , sometimes it is better to address a natural applied audience. However, this should not preclude publishing in ML venues. Peng (2011) supposes such a natural audience always exists, which is unfortunately not the case as our next point discusses. 3. We may prevent truly new applications of ML to be published in top venues at all (ML or not). For instance, one of the editors of this special issue uses ML to predict manhole fires and explosions on the NYC power grid (Rudin et al. 2010 . There is no existing applied journal that would be a natural fit for this work, since it is a novel application. If we as a community want to encourage the expansion of ML into new application areas, we need to encourage top venues to publish new application papers. Otherwise we artificially limit the reach of our techniques in the world, and at the same time, limit our theoretical advances to accompany only those applied problems that are already established. 4. We strongly discourage applied research by machine learning professionals. For a researcher to work on applied problems with no top avenue for publication leads to problems with career advancement. This could (and already does) present researchers with an unfortunate choice: work on problems that are either important to society or beneficial to their own career, but not both. Further, the dearth of top ML researchers working on applied problems could prevent work done by engineers and companies from being performed by those with a deep understanding of ML; there may simply not be enough ML researchers to go around.
Our goal with this special issue is to raise the profile of excellent ML work currently being done that takes the extra steps needed to develop and implement solutions that make a difference for the world outside of ML. The editors of this special issue have worked on both theoretical and applied topics, where the applied topics between us include criminology , crop yield prediction (Wagstaff et al. 2008 ), the energy grid (Rudin et al. 2010 , healthcare (Letham et al. 2013b; McCormick et al. 2012) , information retrieval (Letham et al. 2013a ), interpretable models (Letham et al. 2013b; McCormick et al. 2012; Ustun et al. 2013) , robotic space exploration (Castano et al. 2007; Wagstaff and Bornstein 2009; Wagstaff et al. 2013b) , and scientific discovery (Wagstaff et al. 2013a ). In our experience, working in applied areas strongly motivates the development of algorithms and theory that can go beyond the single application domain for which they were designed. The academic/applied cycle discussed by Provost et al. (1996) and Provost and Kohavi (1998) is real. We hope that this special issue will help re-invigorate the part of this cycle that links machine learning to real applications, and to encourage researchers who aim to perform work with direct import to science or society.
